Chapter 3506
Andrew stifled a sigh and said, “Hey! That’s because he lacks understanding of
the Cataclysmic Front, otherwise, it would be absolutely impossible for him to
say such words!”
Charlie didn’t say anything, but just looked at the mountain without turning
his eyes.
At this time, the mists gradually dispersed, and the scenery around Waderest
Mountain gradually emerged.
It must be said that this is indeed a rare feng shui treasure, if you look at the
whole country, can achieve this kind of feng shui pattern, almost rare.
This, is the old Mr. Lai Qinghua spent several years of effort to create the water
bureau Feng Shui formation, it is also this Feng Shui formation, for Charlie
broke the dragon trapped in the shallows of the Bureau.
Now, he will be here, stepping on the next new height of his life.
Destroying the Cataclysmic Front and becoming the Wade family head.
Just at this moment, eight buses suddenly drove down the mountain.
The Wade family people also saw these eight cars and suddenly got nervous.
Morgan’s voice trembled as he spoke, saying offhandedly, “The Cataclysmic
Front is coming! The Cataclysmic Front is fcuking coming over!”
The other Wade family members also looked appalled.
Eight cars, signaling that at least two hundred people had come.
How could this …… be something that the Wade family could afford?

Zhongquan could not hide his nervousness at this time and asked Charlie:
“Charlie …… Cataclysmic Front has come with so many people, are you really
sure?”
Charlie could not help but frown at this time and spoke, “If it is really the
people of the Cataclysmic Front, how come the coffins of Joseph’s parents are
not seen?”
“This ……” Zhongquan said awkwardly: “Now is not the time to care about
these small details ah!”
Charlie shook his head: “This is not a small detail, this is very important to me,
Joseph threatened to pick up my parents’ graves, my parents will be thrown to
the bone, just because of his words, I must also let him feel what is called
digging his own grave!”
Zhongquan sweatdropped, listening to Charlie’s meaning, Charlie instead
wanted to bruise Joseph’s parents?
Just when the Wade family was extremely dissatisfied with Charlie’s attitude,
The people below sent a message to Leon through the intercom,
“Housekeeper Leon, the ones coming are not Wan Long Hall,”
“They said they are Young Master Charlie’s friends and came here specifically
to help Young Master, they are the Aurous Hill Song family, and the Japanese
Ito family!”
Charlie instantly froze.
He really did not expect that the Song family and the Ito family would also
rush over.
After all, his identity has never been made public in front of these people, how
did they get wind of it?

Surprised, Charlie also knew that since they had come, his identity as a
member of the Wade family could not be concealed anymore, so he instructed
Leon, “Housekeeper Leon, these are indeed my friends, inform them to let
them come up the mountain.”
When the Wade family heard this, they exploded!
Andrew couldn’t help but stare in disbelief, “What?! Those big carts of people
down there are here to help?”
Changyun also wondered, “What is the Aurous Hill Song family doing? Also,
how come there’s the Ito family from Japan? Is it the Ito family? They are the
number one family in Japan right now!”
Hawade also froze and said: “Ito family’s current family head, is not that called
Nanako Ito?
Herbert at this time a little excitedly said: “Brother! That Nanako, is our class of
male students recognized as the number one beauty in Asia!”
Hawade gave him a white look and said, “Not only in your class, many people,
including me, think so, right? Can you find a more beautiful woman than
Nanako out in Asia?”
Herbert quietly pointed to Sara, Ruoli and Zhiyu, whispered, “Those three
sisters are top beauty, although I can not say than Nanako beautiful, but I
think also half a catty, not bad!”
“Grass ……” Hawade couldn’t help but quietly look at the three stunning
beauties around Charlie, his heart was to be more difficult to bear.
So, he subconsciously elbowed a handful at Morgan, whispered: “Brother, this
is really fcuking bull5hit! How can a person like Charlie be so good with
women? Wade family out of the matter, to help the surprisingly all big
beautiful women, and also all fcuking running to him ……”

Morgan at this time is also measuring the three incomparable women, heard
this, the inner jealousy to death, subconsciously said:
“I did not fcuking understand …… It seems that now in this society, money is
no longer good, the more fcuking bragging people, the better the woman’s
edge!”
After saying that, Morgan just remembered that he was slapped by Hawade
yesterday, and the two of them also tore a game, so he saw Hawade’s face, his
heart was angry, annoyed, and cursed: “Stinking idiot! Don’t fcuking talk to
me! Get out!”

